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This paper offers both a review and critique of past desegregation
studies. many of which have not provided concrete strategies for
improving integration efforts in schools. In part, much of the
desegregation literature relies on assimilationist notions of schooling
thai see desegregation as successful by its attempt to influence (change)
minority students' values through increased exposure to majority
student norms. Yet important issues such as high drop out rates,
hostile racial climates, long bus rides, and stagnant academic
achievement point out concerns in the desegregation effort. In order 10

improve academic and social climates in desegregated schools, both the
realities and potentials of busing, as a social policy, must be
challenged.

: Integrated Education
Efforts to promote better race relationsbetween white and minority children

. and the improvement of minority academic performance through integration
efforts face predictable obstacles from parents, children and school personnel.

: Thoseobstacles are well documented in thepopular mediaand presentformidable
". resistance. to genuine improvement in the .way schools provide ~ocjallx 3J.1~

educationally for our mostneedy youngcitizens.

I
:' Among the problems encountered is the history of parental reaction by
:.r vocally and sometimes physically challenging integration efforts and the
" tendency for children themselves to remain aloof from minority classmates.

~'.' Violentconfrontation.s between rac~s are n.ot uncommon. A~ditionally, school
t personnel, often ambivalent about mtegrauon efforts, someumesrespond halfiheartedly or transfer out of heavily minority populated schools. Clearly, since

t-if.

~.. An earlier version of this paper was presented at the Annual Meeting of the
~ American Soci~logical Association, Wash~ngton, D.C., August 1990. T~e

};.auLhors would like to thank Robert L. Crain and Ronald L. Taylor for their
tt'advice on thisproject,
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1ILiterature Review . . . . ';'.,
~ Park (1928) and later Stonequist (1937) have wnuen about the concept of .
"marginality," or the degree to which people live on the border of two societies,
each of which make incompatible demands. This concept is of significance in
understanding integration efforts because it points out Lhat the degree of
difference in both the values and resources of bused minority students and other
students produces a dilemma for children bused to schools in which they are
clearly outsiders. Bused minority children are, in a sense, forced to choose

~ between separation and acculturation. The resultant choice risks both
. estrangement from their own racial group and rejection by the host group (St.
John 1975). Problems are created when minority students are expected to accept
a new and "better" value system and at the same time continue to live in a
society that offers them an unequal system of reward distribution which insures
that minorities will not, as a group, beallowed to succeed in the same manner as
whites (Ogbu 1978). In school, bused minority students will, at best, form
close bonds with children most like themselves, and at worst remain hopelessly
alienated and/or openly hostile. Consequently, the rationale for integration
efforts (better race relations) is almost defacto negated.

Whether school desegregation actually improves race relations is certainly
unclear. As Allport (1954) cautioned, intergroup contact can only improve
intergroup relations if the contact situation provides equal status for members of
both the minority and majority groups and there is strong institutional support
for positive relations. While busing may be a prerequisite for both student
acquaintance and contact, most of the literature suggests that the "successful"
integration of minority students requires more (e.g., Pettigrew 1971.; A~ir 1976;
Iadicola and Moore 1979). Much of the most recent desegregation literature
places added emphasis on the specifics of particular schooling situations in an
effort to better determine which factors lead to the successful integration of bused
minority students. These studies maintain that when schools intervene in
conscious and deliberate ways to provide conducive experiences, desegregation
can promote positive race relations (Epstein 1985; Slavin 1985; N. Miller, M.
Brewer and.K, Edwards 1985)~,,~n (~c~_p~9PQn~n~.9.(:~.~~~'?!!~_ ~~al.L~~s:~~
Prager, Longshore, and Seeman 1986) have argued that more emphasiS must be
given to the specifics of particular schooling situations and contexts in order to

; better understand which factors affect the desegregation experiences of bused
Iminority students in a variety of educational seuings and under a number of
t. different conditions.
;: In a study of five primarily white suburban schools participating in the
:;. same voluntary busing program, Miller (!990) found that the more affluent the
~!~ community to which minority children are bused, the less positive their
f. desegregation experience. This study suggests that merely busing ch~ldren to
i.: better school districts will not necessarily create positive educauonal or
t integration experiences for them. However, when busing is used and the
~ community bused to (the host community) is not altogether unlike that of the
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Brown vs. the Topeka Board of Education ruling in 1954, integration efforts
have met with a high degree of active and passive resistance. Not a few school
districts have witnessed a race by parents to suburban areas, leaving many school
districts with large minority populations segregated-defacto -because of the
absence of white children.

The busing effort, the most widely used means of achieving racial balance in
sch~ls, improving.acad~mic performance of minority children, and promoting
posiuve race relations, IS surely one of the least popular plans to cultivate
improved social functioning in America today. It has had wide spread criticism
throughout its tenure as well as continued non-compliance, conditions which
create ill-will among parents and children and considerably complicate the role of
educators. Transportation costs for busing are increasing yearly and dwindling
funds for education must bespent on the transportation of children rather thanon
purely academic efforts, salaries, and the upgrading of school buildings and other
facilities.

Yet as the criticisms of integration efforts mount, the social and educational
condition of minority children has become increasingly fragile and tenuous.
Early predictions that integration would lead to increased academic achievement
have not been fully realized and scores on standardized tests seem only slightly
improved. Dropout rates among minority children continue to be many times
that of whites. Racial tensions continue unabated and o~ly marginal evidence
suggests that integration efforts have led to improved nice relations. Most
telling are recent findings that minority children-living in highly segregated areas
with court-mandated desegregation plans are increasingly isolated from whites
and fail in countless ways to experience even rudimentary contact with other
racial and ethnic groups.

Because of white flight from integrated school districts, tax bases have been
appreciably reduced in our most impoverished school districts and efforts to
provide remediation and other needed educational experiences are limited by lack
of funding. And finally, districts with largely poor and marginally educated
parents often fail to provide lay leadership leaving schools most in need to be

.< run by politicians, .thecourts .andschoolpersonnel.with limited vision.
. On~ could go on, but the point seems clear, Thirty-five years after
Integration became the law, our most needy children are still subject to inferior
education, hostile racial climates, and predictably troubled educational
experiences which result in grossly higher dropout rates than whites, lower
levels of academic achievement, and interpersonal relationships which promote
racial aloofness and increasingly limited social contact with whites. Integration
efforts aren't working well. To help our most needy and socially constrained
children achieve educationally, integration must work. This paper proposes a
series of strategies and programmatic directions to improve the racial and
academic experiences of minority children and to promote hannony between
whites and minorities.
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community in which bused minority children live. integration efforts are Isystemsofferingbetter educational facilities. After this goal is realized. then the .
enhanced. ! assumption of most policy makers is that through direct exposure, bused

Essentially, Miller's findings are that the more similar white and minority : minority students will somehow embrace the belief system of the host
studentsare initiallyin terms of theirattitudes, experiences, and view points, the : community. In other words, minority students will learn prevailing white
more likely they are to feel comfortable with one another at school. If norms and values, since it is simply assumed that it is in their best interest to do
substantial social class differences can be controlled for, then the challenge of so. Following this line of reasoning, it comes as littl~ s~rprise ~~t ~ost
improving race relations canbeunimpeded by serioussocioeconomic differences desegregation research focuses on the process of minority assimilation,
or problems related to affluence or the lack thereof. It may then make sense 10 euphemistically referred to as promoting "positive" race ~elatio~s or tllC~en
concentrate on creating integration efforts in schools where a high level of integration. In fact, Metzger (1971) has argued that m?st social policyre~edles
situationalcongruenceexistsregarding such importantlife issues as value base, for racial problems in America revolve around granun~ ~ual.opport~nl1Y for
outlook for the future, workethic,religion, etc. individual membersof minority groups to gradually assimilate Into mainstream

One of the core criticisms of desegregation efforts is that children must go culture.
through the trauma of being uprooted from neighborhood schools and bused An intriguing example of such reasoning can be see.n if we look ~t the
~istances from home so that they might interact with whites while in reality desegregation literature dealing specifically with specula~o~ on the optimum
little takes place to promote betterrelations in anything approaching a planned number of minority to white children in a school. One belief IS that the smaller
way_ In fact, several studies have noted that black and white children in the number of minority to white children the more likely the degree ~f
desegregated schools have very limited contact with one another beyond their assimilation of values by minority children and the better the academic
actualclassroom experiences (Dickinson 1975; Gerard 1983; Schofieldand Sagar experience. The rationale for such an approach.is that whe~ the number of
1979;Silverman and Shaw 1973). Within desegregated schools, the tendency is blacks in a school is small, the dominance of white students IS not threatened
for children to form relationships and to interact almost exclusively on racial (Larkin 1979; Shaw 1973). A somewhat different point of view is th.at the
grounds (Clement. Eisenhart and Hardir-g 1979). If that is the case then the greater the number of minority children. the more numerous t!'e potenuaI for
effort to promote racial understanding and hannony seems limited at best and contacts between groups which ultimately leads to reduced preJudl~e (SL J~hn
unsuccessful at worst. It has even been argued that this type of superficial 1975).Regardless of the exact ratios, most proponentsof desegrega~lon JX:ccel.ve
interracial contact is particularly damaging to efforts promoting positive race that the busingprocesscan only be successful if blackstudents are In a mmoruy
relations because such contact really only serves to reinforce and perpetuate so that the majority while influence will prevail. As an example. the Cole~an
negativestereotypes(Hawley, et aI. 1983). Report (1966)suggested that a 60:40 ratio of whites to.blacks (60 percentWhl~,

Yet some integration efforts are at least partly successful, even if their 40 percentminority) seemedoptimum both for promotinga d~gree o~ co~fort m
results are not exceptional. For example, minority students in Project Concern, minority children while at the same time ultimately changing theIr attitudes.
an impressive integration effort using voluntary busing of inner city minority Once again these studies all seem to bedirected toward th~ change in behaviors
youth. to subu~n .sc~oo.ls. ~ere mo~ likely to graduate from hig~ school. I of minority'children withoutconsideringsimil~ ch~ges i~ white~ildren. And
~elved less discrimination 10 adult life, and reported better race relations with I additionally. they seem to be quite blatant 10 their belief that !f ~e corr~t
whl~ after graduation thandid those a.tteDding"~g~gated..il)ne( cjty.schqpls. ~"'" I. -iRteJactional ratios can be discovered thenminority. cbildrep wdlm~rn~~C?" ..
(C~ln, 1984). Yet Miller(1986; 1989)later noted that a core problem with the I preferable whitevalues,beliefs,and behaviors.
Project Concern experience was that bused children were often largely on their , In fact initial findings promote this belief. Patchen (1982), for example,
own wit~ little guidanc~ or directi~n from sch~1 personnel. Inte~estingly I reported th~t standardized scores for black students decrease as the number. of
en~ugh. httle was.do~e. 10 these studies to determine whether the atUtudes of i blackstudents increasein a given school. Patchenalso reported thesamefindmg
whites towards mmonues had been effected. Therein lies one of the major r for white students (white achievement scores decrease as the number of black
p~ble?,s with inte~ra~on efforts. The locus of desegregation efforts is geared I students increase). Interestingly.grades for both whites and blacks improveas
pnmanly towardmmontychange. \ the numberof blacks increase.

Clearly im~roved racerelations cannot be one-sided.Researchefforts surely I Much of the desegregation literature operates under the fund~men~1
must al~o consider whether white children in desegregated schools improve j, assumption that busing produces educational and social benefits pnmanly
academlcal!y a~d ha.ve ~ore ~sitive attitudes tow~ minorities. Yet as long as I through a lateral transmission of values. Accordi.ng to N. MilI~r (1980).such an
deseg~galton IS pnmanlr Viewed as a way for minorities to gain access to [,J approachsuggests that the values most white, middle clas~ chddr~n po~ can
education that was previously denied to them. we can expect the central ~ be passed on to lower class minority children by the mterraclal nuxing .of
programmatic concern to be that of sending minority youngsters to school ~ students. The preponderance of white middleclass studentsensuresthatmmoruy
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students will be exposed to and internalize white middleclass normsand values.
This solution to problematic race relations stresses the importance of shared
values as the major mechanism by which excluded minorities can embrace
pr~vailing w~ite norms. Such is the .case despite the fact that there is strong
eVlden~ th~tln desegr~ga~ed schools, Interracial contactsare constrainedamong
both minority and majority students (Gerard and Miller 1975; Stephan and
Rosenfield 1978), and that after desegregation same-race friendships seem either
to increase or remain unchanged rather than decline (Gerard and Miller 1975·
R?senberg and ~immon.s 1971; Schofield 1975; Silverman and Shaw 1973):
GIven that most Integration efforts clearly seem to have the one-sided bias that
ch~nge is only to ~e place. in minorities, it is not surprising that minority
children tend to fecI Isolated In desegregated schools. One wonders if minority
children have something to teach white children, particularly survival skills and
the ability to deal with unconditional negativeregard by others.

Configurations on optimum size of student populations for the purpose of
values transmission may be missing the point. Instead of counting the ratio of
minorit~ to Anglo students, there quite clearly needs to be a more systematic
accounting of other factors that enhance or diminish the quality of contact
~w~n blackand whitestudentsin desegregated schools. To doso requires that
pr~clpals~ teachers, and counse~ors actively participate in providing a school
milieu which affects both p.ducattonal and social experiences of all students. It
has been suggested that teachers and administrators play a crucial role in
determining the successor failure of desegregated education(Collinsand Noblitt
1977), and that schoolscan improve the academicperformanceof minoritiesand
contribu~e t~ peaceful race relations through better staff Lraining and
communication (Chesler, Crowfoot and Bryant 1978). There are indeed
compelling arguments for giving more thought to how school climate and
outlook affect race relations. Accordingto Schofieldand Sagar (1983, p. 59):

the fact is that social learning occurs whether it is planned or not. Hence,
an i?terracial school cannot choose to have no effect on intergroup
relations. Even a Iaissez-faire policy concerning intergroup relations

- conveys. ,8 .message N_ -the-messagethat eitin::r··st:hool authorities see no
serious problem with relations as they have developed or they do not feel
that the nature of intergroup relations is a legitimate concern for an
educational institution. So those who argue that schools should not attempt
to influence intergroup relations miss the fundamental fact that whether
schools consciously try to influence such relations or not. they are
extremely likely to do so anyway, in one way or another.

U?doubtedly, s~h~l principals are instrumental in both influencing school
climate and settmg Its tone, as well as in making policy decisions that affect
student experiences. For example,Schofield and Sagar (1983) demonstrated that
the principal's ability to create a humane and well-disciplined school climate
positivelyaffectedrace relations. Additionally, a study by Forehandand Ragosta
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I~~~~e:~;=~:o:~ principal's racial attitudes directly influenced teacheB~ « ."\1\1"]
j As pointed out by Jencks et al. (1972). if we could fi~ structure schoo~s .So . I:
, that they were reasonably pleasant 'p1ace~ to be. then parucularsch~l policies I :

and practices that affect the interracial attitudesof bot~ black~d whites~denlS ;·
could be betteraddressed. In ienns of affectingimerracial be~avlOrs andauitudes,
particular school policies and prac~ces and c~eful plan~lOg .may be ?f s?,:"e
value. Yet so long as desegregations underlymg as.sumptlo~ IS that mmonues
should easily and willingly be able to assimilate mto stauc ~h~ols ~at are
unwillingor unable to acknowledgeand~comm~ trueethnicdiversity. then
such reasoning is inherentlyflawedand likely to fail, .. .

One additional problem in evaluating the desegregation literature IS the
almost constant difference in findings among researchers. For example.on the
issue of academic achievement Hawley .et a!. (1983. p. 12) n~t~d that.
"Moreover,desegregationdoes not seem to Impair.and mayeve~ facilitate, the
achievement of white students." Patchen (1982) as noted earhe~, reported.a

, decrease in white achievement as the number of black students m~reased ~n
-scbools studied. Regarding friendly contacts between blacks~d whl~ Cram

(1984) reportedgenerallypositive results when a voluntary busing effort IS used
to suburban schools. Hawley et al, (1983) noted that the voluntary ~at~e of ~
busing effort has little actual impacton interracial~n~~ deflOe.d as friendly.
In fact as one reviews the desegregation literature ~t IS mcreasmgly clear ~t
most findingsare-based on highly unique local expenenceswh~ relevanceIn a
larger social context may be very Iimit~. This.seems a qu~tlo~ble way of
approachingone of the nation's most volatileand unponant social ISSUes.

Discussion . .
Hawley et al. (1983. p. 19) noted ~at the integ~'~lUon effort must relate to

attainmentof one or more of the followingoutc~m~.
1. Reducingracial isolation among and ~l~lln schools.
2. Avoiding resegregation among. and Within schools.
3.... ;Improvi.pg Ijl~ .re"~~~~s ~~g, s~~e~~~_ r ~.' .•_". .'

4. Improving educational qualityand~tudent acatlenuc ~011'i1alla:.
5. Promoting positive public reaction to. d~grega~on that mclud~s

avoiding overt opposition to desegregation. mcreasmg levels of racial
andethnic tolerance, and buildingsupport forschools. .

Our findings show consistent disagreement among researchers on the Impact of
integration efforts on all five of these suggested outcomes. However, the
followingseem major findings. . . .

Most integration efforts are direct~ tow~d a change in mmo~ty values.
beliefs and behaviors. Changes in white children ~m only penpheral and
secondary when they are considered at all. Even whenmtegrau~n efforts work.

gain may be superior to segregated inner-city schools but It may not. be
S· ·tar· h e been possible

substantial enough to warrant theeffort. um gains may av lJ',N f h
if levels of funding for segregatedschools were anywhere near the level0 mue
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Strategies to Improve Integration Efforts. .
It seems obvious that something needs to bedone to Improverace relabo~s

and promote educational achievement for all students. Separate but equal IS

certainly not a tenableapproach. It has never existed.even in ~e 1J.est of ",:orl~s
and segregation is a noxious concept Co.r ~ost. Amen~s. Since mtegrauon IS
clearly preferable to segregation even If It fads to achieve th~ results we ha~

t hoped for, it seems vital to our national economic and SOCial h~th tha! It
1 works. The authors propose several modest directions for successful integrauon
\ efforts.

I
As a start, the overall quality of American schools, both segregated and

'j Integrated, is shameful. Standardized test scores have been.~markably flat for
some time. Employers indicate deep concern for the ability of students toI function in the work placebecausebasic skillsare lacking. And the academyhas

t become more 8 placeof remediation than education.. ..
f Certainly schools are not entirely responsibl~. The Increased. fragility of
t family life and the growing reliance on economically stre~hed smgle-par~nt
.i .households to manage family life must be-seen as a-growlt.tg pr~le~ ,,:hlch .
-j affects 'school performance. Similarly the generalized lessening of.mslltubo~al

.,' authority has had its effect on the ability o.f sc.h<X?ls to c:ontrol negauve behavior
; and enforce rulesnecessary Cor productiveinstitutional life,
I' Still schools are required to educate. They certainly cannot negate that
i responsibility even in a less than ideal worl~. As 8. startt:r, Goufredson and
I Daiger (cited in Hawleyet al. 1983), from their analysis of SIX hundredschools,I recommend the return of control to schools using the following general
°1 measures:
. 1. Smaller schools and smaller classes, with considerable teacher control
tt over curriculum.

2. Clear, explicitand firm administrationof ~~ools. . .
3. Cooperation between teac.hers and. adml.nlstrators., partlculdarly as It

relates to policiesand sanctions for disruptivebehavior by stu cnts,

l
I averages increased. Interestingly, the author attributes increased G.P.A. toI lowering of standardsby school personn~l. And a ~ily review of the.m~ia ~nd
i the violence and drug abuse associated with schools In desegregated~lly ~stncts

would support the popularconcern that desegregation encourageswh~te flight
· The reality of integration is that it is a highly emotional subject and the

perception of whiles is very important. To reduce whi~ flig~t and to promote
, cooperative race relations within communities is a key Ingr~(bent to ~e success

or failureof integration efforts. Our findingssupportgene~hzed pubb~ conce!""s
that integration efforts producehighly mixedresults.. A decld~ly J?r~l?tegrauon

I bias among researchers cannot help but cloud the ~ssue. While It IS Important
I that desegregation works, it won't work more effectively when nUdg~ along by

'

I avoidance of important research issues which mig.ht lead to ~tter poltcy efforts
1 or creative strategies. In an effon to develop creative strategies which flow from
I the literature the following section is offered.

\
\
I

I
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more affluent schools.Consequently. improvementwhen it does take place, may
bea function of fundingand what it buys rather than the integrationeffort itself.
Further, even the best integration efforts seem inordinately inactive. They
provide the student the ability to attend better schools but they offer little in the
wayof programmingfor bettersocial relations.

Another troublingfindingis the range of differencesamong researchersand
theorists as to how integration effortsneed to beprogrammedand their predicted
results. Virtuallyno agreement exists. The end result seems to beextraordinary
confusion in the literature. Anyone trying to develop a creative integrationeffort
would be severely limitedby questionsrelated to proper mix between white and
minority children,optimum level of congruencein values betweenschools bused
from to schools bused to, whether integration efforts promote drop-out rates
becausechildren in integrated schoolsfeel isolated and uncomfortable and a host
of other questions. Nor do we have a sense of the impact of long distance
busingon learning and whether children in bused integration efforts experience
dysfunctional levels of stress and fatigue when busing is used instead of .
neighborhood schools which may be close enough to reach with a short walk.
Nor, interestingly have we much data on how busing affect revenues for other
educational functions.

As an example, Hawley et 31. (1983) reported no appreciable difference in
educational outcome between walking, riding or being bused to school when the
time required for all three approaches is a half hour or less. Realistically,

. however, busing particularly long distance busing to suburban schools may
require multiple transfers and much more than an hour each way in transit.
Hawleyet ale (1983) admittedthatmuch more needs to be done on the effects of
long distance busing and suggest that busing of more than an hour may have a
negative impact on learning. It should add to the generalized confusion in the
literature to find that the mostcommonly recommended desegregation strategy,
busing to suburbanschools, mayhave a negative impact on learning but no one
is absolutely certain.

Another troubling finding is the obvious research bias in the literature.
Clearly ~v~I)'Q!Je ~~Ill.t.in!eIDi:\tJol!..to_wo~k..»u~:.Ibe nagging.questions .which
must be answered often are not, An example is Hawley et al. (1983) and their
finding that white flight takes placebeforeactual integration efforts begin. The
authors go on to note that once in place the fears parents may have regarding
lowerstandards, racial strife, violence and drug abuse are not realized. But while
flightdoes take place and its consequence has very real jeopardy for city school
districts. One thing white flightdoes is to reduce the absolute ability to control
the ratio of minority to majority students because, in the absence of white
students, the integrationeffortbecomes largely futile.

But Hawley et al. (1983) neglected to consider the popular perception that,
at the very least,educationalachievement is reduced in integratedschools as the
number of majority students to minority students decreases. Patchen (1982)
noted increasingly reduced achievement test scores as black students become a
greaterpercentage of the studentbodywhileat the same timeoverall grade point
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4. School rules that are fair, clear and well publicized.
5. Application of rules in ways whichare fair, even handedand systematic.
With schools that have order and control it may then be possible to reduce

white flight and organize communities to promote integrationefforts. Hawleyet
aI. (1983, p.98) suggest, .....communitywidemulti-ethnic citizen-parent- teacher
student committees to assist in planning and implementing desegregation." The
authors offer impressive examples of success in promoting integration efforts
when community planning is effective. However, as is true of much of the
desegregation research, the outcomes reported are largely philosophical and
subjective. As the authors note, "There is no quantitative evidence that
communitywideelected leadership has any substantial direct influenceon public
acceptance of school desegregation, white flight, and protest" (Hawley et al.
1983, p.83). Rather, the general belief, as reported by the United States
Commission on Civil Rights (1976) is that official support of desegregation
efforts by public figures, "...generally directs the attention [of communities]
toward making the process work" (Hawley,et al., 1983, p, 95).

With the proper school climate and community support an impressive array
of creative programs are available to schools. Creative programming might
include peer mentoring, intensive orientation for new students, crisis
intervention counseling to handle race-related problems when they develop,
community or neighborhood efforts to make all students welcome, values
clarificationexercises, seating and locker arrangements which Indy mix students
and preventnon-interactionamong races, and promotion of studentprojectswith
themes of racial harmony and understanding. Incentive pay for teachers might
include evidence of improved academic performance, reduction in drop out rates
of minorities and student ratings of teachers on their sensitivity to minority
issues and compliance with integrationefforts.

Schools have also tried a number of strategies to promote achievementand
hannony which have promise. They include magnet programs which offer
specializedand highly advanced training in the arts, sciences and trades, specially
trained counselors to deal with problems associated with integration efforts,

. __ ~.d«?~~~[a!ion 10 o! ...~~~u!.~~s.. to_~~~.<?..~~.!ole _modeli~g ~or minority and majority
children, expenments In optimum ratios of majonty to minority students,
comprehensive student human relations programs, peer mentoring and
cooperative learning strategies in the classroom, desegregated student
governments, and integratedextracurricularactivities, to namea few.

The possibilities for creative programming are endless. But in reviewing
the literature the success of any of the strategies appears dependent upon the
willingness of administrators, teachers and staff to wholeheartedly promote
integration efforts and the creative programmingand organizational changesuch
efforts demand. In-service training,consequently,must be an important part of a
school's commitment to the integration effort. Rewards for faculty must also
reinforce their progress with students. And really responsive districtsshould be
the recipients of additional funding to promote their effort. As in all things,
however, the inequitable funding system we have in America in whichthe richer
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the populace the more the funding for local schools cannot help but be an
impediment to those districts with children most in need.

Certainly we have our work cut out for us. This review of integration
strategies makes all the more clear how confused and ambiguous research
findings can be. Still, the desegregationeffort, nobleand high minded, promotes
an essential belief in the equality of educational opportunity. With renewed
commitment, better funding and a concentrated research agenda, desegregation
efforts offer some possibility of meeting the goals of a pluralistic society.
These efforts are altogetherworthy of reneweddirection and action. Our troubled
educations! system, divided by issues of race and socialclass and burdened with
high dropout rates and a lowering of academic standards and requirements,
demands our complete attention. All students, including the most needy and
unlikely to achieve requireour unitedefforts.

Conclusion
Clearly a reappraisal of desegregation efforts is in order. The best way to

improve compliance when busing is used is to providean incentive for students
to remain in desegregated schools; an incentive which has broad appeal but is
based upon cooperative efforts to improve academicperformance of all children
as well as measurably validated improvement in race relations. The reward
might be significant improvement in funding for enhanced programming in the
sciences and arts so that college preparation would be comparable to private
schools. Or it might be based on overall improvement in basic educational
skills through smaller classrooms and the very best instructors or high level
trade preparation. To maintain high levels of funding, schools would have to
promote integration efforts to improve race relations.

In our proposal for improveddesegregation efforts, rewardsareclearlyrelated
to achievement, Achievement would reward teachers with higher salary and
presumablybetter work satisfaction. Parentsand children arc rewarded withvery
high level schools comparable to or better than privateschools.

Another modest proposal is the need to find alternatives to busing. Moving
. ~ ,_0 the I~HS (tf busing t?ffo~ ~ ..the~u~!1,~~~ .'Y_~l~ f~~~~ ~~~_llight and m~vem~~t

to private schools. It will also make for excruciatingly long rides on
uncomfortable, noisy and often unsafe buses. And yet how do we achieveracial
balance without moving minority children to where white children live or the
reversal - moving white children to where minorities live?

One thought is that students spend much of the week in a neighborhood
school and that busing be used on a regular but more limited basis for special
programming in areas such as art, music, physical education, etc. When the
busing effort is used, however, it should be accompanied by creative
programming to promote racial harmony and understanding. To maintain high
standards in the neighborhood school and to promote integration efforts all
schools should offer specialized programming to auraet a mix of children with
interest in the subject areas promoted by that particular school. In ligh~ of rea:nt
decisions that make the future of court-ordered busing programsto achieveracial
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ba~ce rather problematic, individual schoolsand school districtsmay fmd that
creau~e progr~mlng .maybe the only feasible method of providing integrated
expen~nces for mcreasmgly segregated studentpopulations.

FInally, the level of hostility to integration efforts points lO a very real fear
many parents have that mixing children with very different backgrounds and
levels of educational readiness and motivation may create an explosive
aunosphere. ~e fact is ~at parents have reason to worry about desegregated
school~, an~ theirperceptions ~at desegregated schoolspresenthighrisk factors
for their. chl~dren IS far more likelya reason for parental hostility to integration
than racial bias, The challengebefore us then is to find ways to makeall of OUf

sc~ools safe, educationally sound and socially nurturing environments for
children, Only thencandesegregation effortstrulysucceed.
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CONSTRUCTING AND TESTING A MULTIPLE-THEORY
(INTEGRATED) MODEL OF JUVENILE DELINQUENCY
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The present study posuions constructs of five popular
criminological/sociological theories into an integrated or multiple
theory model to investigate the causation of delinquency. The model
was testedon a sample(N=532) ofmalesand femaies who werebeing
detained in a county juvenile facility. The theories of differential
association and anomie contributed the most to themodel whilesocial
control and self-esteem theories contributed the least, leaving the
labeling theory to contribute a moderateportion to the explanation of
delinquency. Themodel indicated that the more anomie youths and
those experiencing less social control were more likely to associateI withdelinquent peersresulting in higherlabeling andlowerself-esteem.
A comprehensive modelofdelinquency is betterstructured to depict the
sequential andprogressive attraction toward delinquent involvement than
singletheorymodels.

has motivated a number of researchers (Elliott et al., 1985; Menardand Morse,
1984; Simons et al., 1980; and Johnson, 1979) to create multiple theory models
or to explore the use of integrated theories where propositions are grafted from
compatible theories into a fonn that has a broader explanation of delinquency
than a single original or classical theory. Examples of efforts to expand the
theoretical scope of a particular theory has been conductedby Thornberry et al.

l (1990), Elliott eat al. (1985) and Weis and Sederstrom (1981). In these
mentioned studies the researchers incorporated some elements of a sociallearning
perspective (byincluding differenualassociationsand-deviant beliefs) with that
of the elements of social bonding (Hirschi's social control theory). Although
such a model cannot replace single theorymodels. it does provide an additional
approach for social scientists as the etiological paths to juvenile delinquency are
investigated. Dimensionsof the social structure and social process representing
the social environmentand social interaction can beconstructed into a multiple
theory or comprehensive juvenile delinquency model. The melding of theories or
propositionsof theorieschanllenges the traditionalunidirectional causalorderof
delinquency. It argues that human behavior develops more dynamically over
time as people interact withone another. A multipletheoryapproach recognizes
the existence of a multidimensional pathway to delinquent involvement a
multiple theory or integrated model permitsa synthesis and reconciliation among

." theories used in the model. Rather than single theories competing with one
';" another there is a need for a more comprehensive investigation into the
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